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Dear Colleagues
As I write I hope you are well.
We are participating in a group of researchers who are developing a Nursing History
book project in Ibero-America, Latin-America, Noth-America, Europe and Africa. It will
be an important endeavor seeking to make visible biographical aspects of Nursing
professionals, health institutions, education and interfaces of areas where Nurses,
Technicians and Nursing Assistants work, as well as Obstetricians and also actions
related to the culture of health care. /nursing.
Regarding the first volume of the collection, the biographies will seek to perceive and
highlight nursing professionals, mostly, but without excluding those who, through their
actions, made it possible to make a unique professional for people.
In this sense, we are seeking to register the profession in its past and present time,
including deceased professionals, but also, recognizing those who alive have made
and make the profession stand out in society.
In this sense, this letter invites you to be among the professionals who will be
biographed by researchers and students for the composition of this work. The structure
was carefully prepared and, what we are proposing is an entry of a maximum of 5
pages, which has the term of the first structure on April 30 and a proof for the date of
May 30. Our intention is to have the first entries published in June.
Thus, we reiterate the invitation to prepare an entry of your biography in which, for
legality purposes, there will be the transfer of copyright to the XPTO University and,
clarifying that only with the signed terms will the negotiations and schedules for the
referred chapter begin. constructions.
In view of the above, we await your opinion in the next 2 days to plan a schedule of
activities.
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